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Poles apart (quite literally) in geography, but united through a shared belief that personal styling and design plays an important part in defining identity. Jim Thompson, the epitome of Asian design and Revested
Milano - introducing traditional sartorial design into the tech space. A collaboration that fuses the finest in materials with the highest quality hand crafted protection for the latest generation of iPhone.
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After silk originated in ancient China and India, where the practice of weaving silk began around
2,640 BCE, Chinese merchants spread the use of silk throughout Asia through trade. Archaeologists
found the first fibers of silk in Thailand to be over 3,000 years old in the ruins of Ban Chiang. 
The site is considered to be one of Southeast Asia's oldest civilizations.

However, the silk produced at this time was generally only used for private consumption, with the
Thai court preferring to purchase Chinese silk imports. There was an attempt in the early 20th
century to develop the industry, with the help of a Japanese sericulture expert, Kametaro Toyama.
But this attempt failed due to a lack of interest locally to produce for a larger market.

After World War II, former OSS officer Jim Thompson decided that silk would be popular back
home. Through his connections in New York, he began marketing the product as a traditional
Siamese fabric. In fact, the material he created had little relationship to what had previously been
produced in the country. But through clever branding and by developing a range of "Thai" patterns,
he managed to establish Thai silk as a recognizable brand.

Thailand | The history of silk
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Jim Thompson was an American architect and art collector born in 1906 and educated at Princeton
University.

After serving as a military officer in World War II, he settled in Bangkok. Jim Thompson was captivated
by Thailand and its culture, particularly the art of hand‑woven Thai silk, with its remarkable range of
colours and textures. At that time, however, the craft of silk weaving was in steep decline, threatened by
machine‑made fabrics and the advent of synthetic yarns. Yet Jim Thompson believed Thai silk would
appeal to textile lovers in America and Europe, whose patronage could support local weavers and silk
farmers, in an era when economic opportunities were limited in a developing country such as Thailand.

Jim Thompson dedicated his life to organizing a network of artisans, helping to upgrade their looms,
introducing new techniques and designs thereby enabling Thai weavers to create silks that would dazzle
the world. By 1950 he had founded The Thai Silk Company, majority‑owned by Thais, aimed in part at
sustaining the traditional livelihoods, culture and dignity of local weavers and silk farmers.

In 1967 Jim Thompson disappeared mysteriously while vacationing in Malaysia, yet the firm carried on
his vision of quality, innovation and benefits to society, growing from 100 employees at that time to
more than 3,000 today.

Jim Thompson | Revitalising the Thai Silk
industry
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Play video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6nQLkSdaB2g


The Silk StoryF

Jim Thompson’s integrated approach to silk manufacturing gives the
company an enviable advantage over all others. Their master spinners, dyers
and weavers, many of whom have been with the company for over thirty
years, know their way round every aspect and every process of silk making.
With every yard of Jim Thompson fabric you are always assured of the
highest quality, attention to detail and exquisite finishes.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ClhBy5URRrQ


From its origin in 1950 as a project to revitalize the art of silk weaving, Jim Thompson  has evolved
into a maker of a complete breadth of premium textiles created by some of today’s most influential
designers. As the world’s largest producer of hand‑woven fabrics, Jim Thompson is especially
known for its legendary Thai silks.

Jim Thompson is exceptional among luxury textile houses today for their commitment to an
entirely in house silk manufacturing process. By having their own silk farms, mills, design studio
and research & development operations, the company is able to fully integrate all the processes and
expertise needed in textile production, enabling it to create unique fabrics at uncompromising
standards of quality, performance and beauty.

The unique character and unrivalled quality of their fabrics owes much to Jim Thompson’s original
ideals. It was his intention that they master every step of production and fine‑tune our capability to
optimize their offerings. They hone their skills in every stage from fibre preparation, yarn spinning
and dying, to weaving, printing and finishing. For their signature Thai silk, they grow the mulberry
and silkworms on their own farms, together with the cooperation of thousands of other
family‑owned farms. Jim Thompson has over 50 workshop buildings situated on 37 hectares (93
acres) of verdant landscaped grounds and in addition, their farms totalling 445 hectares (1,100
acres) provide the expansive nature necessary to raise the highest quality silk worms.

In addition to the preparation and manufacture of Thai Silk, the Jim Thompson brand is a Fashion
Label, has a retail operation, produces luxury home goods and accessories and has a chain of fine
dining restaurants in Thailand, Singapore and Japan. 

The World of Jim Thompson
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Jim Thompson is simply a brand of culture, drawing inspiration 
 from elements of the rich and diverse South Asian cultures. With a
rich and unique heritage, extensive presence in Thailand, the
originality and authenticity of their brand identity, the creativity of
their designers, the quality and mix of their products and services,
as well as their ambition to develop overseas, today, Jim Thompson
is an iconic lifestyle brand from Thailand with a global reputation
for beautiful silks.

Fashion
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In addition to their core fashion offer, Jim Thompson is a recognised brand within the home
furnishing, fabrics, and lifestyle accessories space. 

Accessories | Homewares

Thanks to his decade in New York, Jim Thompson had personal links to the worlds of interior
design, fashion, show business, art and media that helped him introduce the new textiles in
Europe and America.

Jim Thompson fabrics soon won a devoted following among interior designers, couturiers and
creators of costumes for stage and screen. By the 1960s, Thai silk had become world renowned,
creating a luxury craft industry that benefited thousands of families, just as Jim Thompson had
envisaged.

Alongside producing exquisite fabrics, Jim Thompson has an extensive wallpaper range suitable
for contract projects. All of their wall‑coverings pass the European Class B standard, the highest
safety requirement, without compromising on the luxurious nature of the designs.

Now sold in over 60 countries world wide through a network of global distributors active in the
home/interior design space, Jim Thompson continues to be a brand favoured by the international
design community for quality, design and innovation.
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Retail has expanded exponentially since the opening of the first store back in 1951
(and still the flagship store - above). Today Jim Thompson has a strong retail
footprint across Thailand. Located within premium shopping malls, popular tourist
destinations and the airports. Contemporary modern spaces that perfectly frame the
brand identity and ethos.

Retail

Jim Thompson | Surawong Road, Bangkok





Jim Thompson was renowned for his hosting skills and generous hospitality.
Writers, diplomats and even Hollywood stars all flocked to dine at Jim’s
table to enjoy his great company and sample the myriad of delectable Thai
delicacies served.

Many of these dishes are now treasured globally and you will discover them
being served in Jim Thompson Restaurants.

Visitors will also have the opportunity to choose from a vast, traditional Thai
menu made from an array of only the freshest ingredients. Innovative
western dishes also feature, giving diners the option for the perfect infusion
of cultures. 

Whilst soaking up the exceptional ambience, it is Jim Thompson's desire that
diners are transported back to the magic present at Thompson’s own dinner
table. Their kitchens expertly bring together first class chefs with the finest
culinary skills and the choicest local ingredients to provide the very best
experience of traditional and innovative Thai cuisine, from sweet and sour
tones to creamy coconut curries.

Restaurants | Fine Dining
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The visitor finds the Jim Thompson’s old residence and tropical garden down a narrow Bangkok lane, just a block away from
the bustling shopping districts.

Jim Thompson built his house in 1958-59 on a plot of land across the canal, or klong in Thaï, from the Bahn Krua silk weaving
community. For his new home, Thompson acquired several Thai houses some of which were dismantled and sent down the
Chao Phraya River to Bangkok where they were reassembled. The combination of Thai design and Thompson’s own
architectural skills created a unique structure that became his home, a venue where he entertained visitors from Bangkok and
around the world and a setting for his unrivaled collection of Asian antiques.

The residence is built on teak pillars, a full floor above the ground and is enveloped by a beautifully landscaped tropical garden.
Since Thompson disappearance in 1967, little has changed in the home that was the “talk of the town”.

Jim Thompson House | Museum
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Revested Milano is the first brand that produces iPhone accessories in fine
Italian fabrics made using traditional age-old sartorial methods. 

This brand is positioned in a vast market and aims to reach that niche of
people who pay attention to the small details. Revested Milano creations are
designed for those who love hand-crafted, stylish products, combined with
style and attention in every detail that makes up your outfit.

Revested Milano | About
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Made with the most prestigious tailor grade fabrics, in
an increasingly cold and digital world, Revested
Milano accessories humanize the experience of using a
smartphone, making it warmer and more comfortable.
The combination of high quality raw materials and
artisan know-how creates truly exclusive products.

Revested Milano iPhone cases combine lightness with
functionality: a careful and essential design guarantees
all-round protection while
keeping the feel extremely light. 

Hand Crafted
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Introducing the Jim Thompson by
Revested capsule collection.

Using the finest Teflon Coated Thai Silk
in the most popular designs, the JT mix
delivers style and protection. Using old
world sartorial techniques to create a
protective assortment of cases to support
the latest generation of Apple iPhone.

Hand crafted and totally unique. Style
personified.

LINE SHEET | Q4 2023
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Printed Silk Assortment 
100% Thai Silk 
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ben@revested.it


